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Abstract
Futures contracts play an important role in financial markets. At the very basic level, they allow
businesses to lock in a price on a future date for the purchase/sale of assets that are vital to their
operations (e.g. commodities such as crude oil). While the interest in the use of these contracts has
increased greatly over time, so has the interest in predicting the rate of occurrence of trades involving
both small and large numbers of contracts. The interest of the arrival rates stems from the growth of
firms that trade these futures contracts for both their intended use as well as for profit.
This study fits a Hawkes Self-Exciting Process to the arrival rate of trades in the ES Mini Futures
markets. While there exist various point processes that are suitable for the arrival rate of financial data,
trading data exhibits a cascading behavior that is most well explained by this process. In this study,
arrival rates of small and large trades are fit to separate Hawkes Processes in R, as are trades for day
and night given that trading behavior is vastly different during the two time periods.
The arrival rate of trades in the ES Mini Futures market fits a Hawkes Self-Exciting Point Process
well for both day and night trades, as well as large and small trades. Although the model explains how
trading intensities change well, a large problem with using this model is the fitting time for data is
extremely long given the algorithmic complexity. Using parameter values for particular days to predict
future values also proves to not be accurate and misleading given that volatility plays a major role in
the magnitudes of these parameter values. While this model fits the data well, the model calculated
intensities consistently undershoot the empirical intensities which proves to be another problem with
the formulation of the Hawkes Process in this study.
Despite these problems, the benefit of this study is that the results can be used to develop a trading
strategy, or manage risk, by financial institutions given that arrival rates of small and large trades have
different implications about the price fluctuation of futures. This however would require a less
complex formulation of the Hawkes Self Exciting Process Algorithm.
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Introduction
Background
As financial markets have grown in value, so have their complexity. Trading has become increasingly
automated and algorithmic but has retained a degree of predictability which market participants can
use to their advantage. In finance theory, trades of the same type (buy/sell) are treated as independent,
but in practice have been observed to group together in sequence.
Modeling this predictable phenomenon in trading would be useful for both markets takers and market
makers. Traders, or market takers, are known to split up large trades in order to get more favorable
prices because larger trades impact price to a greater degree. Understanding the rates of different types
of trades would be useful for market takers - instead of being at risk of trading too early or late, traders
will be able to use the results of this model to infer the optimal time to execute a trade. Knowing this
information is especially valuable to market makers who consistently post a bid 1 and ask2 price and
subsequently provide liquidity to the markets. By knowing the pattern of arrivals of trades, market
makers can infer the direction that the price of an asset is trending towards which will help in
determining favorable values for their bid and ask prices.
In modeling these phenomena, financial scientists have used a variety of probabilistic models in
solving similar problems. Patrick Hewlett discusses fitting a Self-Exciting Hawkes Point Process to
trade arrival data in FX markets in his paper3. Hewlett’s argument for using the model is that it takes
into the account the cascade behavior of trading. That is, significant trades in the markets tend to
cause subsequent trades of the same sign (buy/sell), and thus increase the arrival rates of trades in an
exponentially decaying manner. Others have also applied similar algorithms to other cascade behavior
phenomena. An example of this is the SEISMIC algorithm, an algorithm created by
Stanford students to fit a Self-Exciting Point Process to predict a Tweet’s popularity based on the
likelihood of it being retweeted. 4

1

A bid price is the price a market maker is willing to pay to buy an asset - it is generally a few cents below the
actual value of the asset.
2
An ask price is the price a market maker is willing to sell an asset for - it is generally a few cents above the actual
value of the asset.
3
P. Hewlett, “Clustering of order arrivals, price impact and trade path optimization,” May 2006.
4
Q. Zhao, M. Erdogdu, H. He, A. Rajaraman, and J. Leskovec, “SEISMIC: A Self-Exciting Point Process Model for
Predicting Tweet Popularity,” Aug. 2015.
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While point processes (or counting processes) like self-exciting processes can be applied to a variety
of phenomena, using them to model the transactions of financial markets proves to be an innovative
way to model the cascade behavior of trading. The reason using model formulations that involve
“excitement” functions, such as exponentials that rapidly increase, have shown to be great fits for
trading data is due to large presence of computerized trading in today’s markets. Previously, the
majority of trading in the futures markets took place over the phone or in open outcry pits where
buyers and sellers would trade via word of mouth. In that market structure, information did not spread
as quickly as compared to the computerized market system today. Because many of the market
participants today that carry out trades are computer programs, reaction times to significant trades in
the market have decreased greatly which has thus contributed to a more pronounced cascading effect
in very active markets such as the ES Mini Futures Markets.
Problesm Statement & Objective
The primary goal of this study is to find a self-exciting mathematical model that fits the arrival rate of
trades in the ES Mini Futures Markets. Particularly, we are interested in modeling the arrival rate of
small trades independently from large trades and also would like to create separate models for day
trading and night trading given that trading activity is generally very different between both. In general,
trades with large quantities of assets being exchanged have a larger impact on the price of an asset,
whereas smaller trades can be argued to be caused by larger trades. This study focuses on the rate at
which these large and small trades arrive (during both day and night), so that the results can be used
to create a trading strategy that takes advantage of the cascade trading behavior that takes places in
the marketplace. Day trading hours for the purpose of this study will be defined as 7AM CST - 3:15PM
CST and night trading hours will be defined as 5PM CST - 7AM CST. Ideally, this study will generate
useful results that can be implemented into the research of a trading strategy, thus a measure that will
be used to determine the success of thus study is we’d like to generate predicted arrival rates that are
within +/- 15% of the actual value.
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Proposed Mathematical Models
The Poisson Point Process
Because we are observing the arrival rates of trades in this study, the most basic way to model these
rates are through the use of counting processes. The most common uses of these processes is to count
the number of occurrences of a particular event over time. The most commonly used point process
is the Poisson Process and is defined below: 5
Let 𝜆 > 0 be a fixed intensity (or arrival rate). The counting processes N(t) is called a
Poisson Process with rates 𝜆 if all the following conditions hold:
(1) N(0) = 0
(2) N(t) is a stationary process and has independent increments between events
Given the two conditions above hold, it can then be seen that the number of arrivals in any interval
of length 𝜏 > 0 has a Poisson(𝜆𝜏) distribution. That is, the Poisson distribution for event arrivals has
a probability distribution function of the following form:
𝑃[𝑋 = 𝑥] =

𝜆𝑥 𝑒 −𝜆
𝑥!

Figure 1 provides a visual representation of
how events that can be modeled by a Poisson
Process look.6 From the figure, the initial
value of the function N is 0 which thus
supports the first condition of the Poisson
Process

listed

above.

Secondly,

the

interarrival times which are listed as 𝑤𝑛 in the
figure, are also not of the same length and can

Figure 1: A representation of event arrival in the
Poisson Counting Process.

Poisson Process charateristics taken from H. Pishro-Nik, “Basic Concepts of the Poisson Process,” Probability
Course. [Online]. Available:
https://www.probabilitycourse.com/chapter11/11_1_2_basic_concepts_of_the_poisson_process.php.
6
Figure taken from R. Traylor, “Poisson Process and Data Loss,” The Math Citadel, 17-Oct-2017. [Online].
Available: http://www.themathcitadel.com/2017/10/17/poisson-processes-and-data-loss/.
5
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be interpreted as stochastic. Thus, the second assertion of the Poisson Point Process stated above is
also supported by Figure 1.
While this model may be a good fit for simple processes, it is not sufficient for trading data. As
discussed earlier, research has shown that trades of the same sign tend to cluster together and that
significant trades tend to trigger a cascade of subsequent trades. These features of modern trading
behavior alone would violate the second feature of the Poisson Process, which states that the arrival
of events are independent (or N(t) has independent increments). For this reason, we focus on
observing trade arrival rates using a more sophisticated model.
The Hawkes Self-Exciting Process
Using the Hawkes Process provides a unique opportunity to model the cascade behavior of trading.
Hawkes Processes model the time-varying intensity of the arrival of events and this intensity is partially
determined by the history of the processes (the Poisson Process discussed earlier does not take event
history into account). A visual comparison of a realized point process versus a Hawkes Process is
shown in Figure 2 below.7
Note, instead of the intensity of event
arrivals being a function of the count of
previous arrivals, the Hawkes Process
takes into the account the time decaying
behavior of event arrivals as shown by
Figure

2.

Hawkes

Processes

are

described by three parameters 𝛼, 𝛽, and
𝜇. Here, 𝜇 is the base arrival rate of
events and is the rate the process reverts
Figure 2: A visual comparison of a Counting Point Process
(top) and Hawkes Process (bottom).

to when there are no event arrivals in the
process. The parameters 𝛼 and 𝛽 are the

Figure taken from Z. Khraibani and H. Khraibani, “Self-Exciting Point Process to Study the Evolution of the
Attack Terrorism,” International Journal of Statistics and Applications, 2016. Available:
http://article.sapub.org/10.5923.j.statistics.20160606.04.html
7
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jump in the arrival rate after an event and the exponential decay of the intensity respectively.
Formally, the Hawkes Self-Exciting Process is defined as follows:

𝜆(𝑡) = 𝜇 + ∑ 𝛼𝑒 −𝛽(𝑡−𝑡𝑖)
𝑡𝑖 <𝑡

In the above formulation, 𝜆(𝑡) is the instantaneous arrival intensity for a specific process. The first
term 𝜇 is the base arrival intensity, and the second term can be thought of as the “excitement function”
which helps model the cascading behavior in many phenomena. To avoid having a process that
uncontrollably expands, models that use the Hawkes-Process generally add the constraint such that
𝛼<𝛽. The behavior of this intensity can again be supported by the shape of Figure 2 as the decay of
intensity is due to the exponentially decaying term of the Hawkes Process - as a new event occurs, a
sudden spike in intensity is seen which then decays. The exponentially decaying term is the unique
aspect of the Hawkes Process model as it takes into account the history of the process and places a
larger weight on events that have happened closer to the present time. Two other quantities related to
the Hawkes Process model are the expected arrival intensity and the branching ratio.
The expected arrival intensity of a Hawkes Self-Exciting Process can be calculated using the
parameters discussed earlier and is defined as follows:8

𝐸[𝜆] =

𝜇
1−

𝛼
𝛽

Expected Arrival Intensity and Branching Ratio definitions taken from P. Laub, T. Taimre, and P. Pollett, “Hawkes
Processes,” arXIV, 13-Jul-2015. [Online]. Available: https://arxiv.org/pdf/1507.02822.pdf.
8
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Another useful statistic described by the Hawkes Process is the branching ratio. The branching ratio
describes the fraction of events that occur as the result of a previous event, and is defined as the
following:
𝑖𝑛𝑓

𝑛= ∫

𝛼𝑒 −𝛽𝑡 𝑑𝑡 =

0

𝛼
𝛽

Given the previous formulation, 9 it is easy to see why modeling trades using the Hawkes Process is
desirable. The Hawkes Process should do a good job of taking into account this cascade behavior of
trading and provide a robust model for the arrival rates of trades. In the context of this study, we will
be modeling the arrival rates of trades that are small and large during both day and night trading hours.
Thus, for a given day/night, we will be generating a Hawkes-Model with two different arrival
intensities: 𝜆𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑙,𝑖 and 𝜆𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒,𝑖 where 𝑖 indicates whether the arrival rate is for day or night trading
hours.

Formal Hawkes Process definition taken from J. Heusser, “Bitcoin Trade Arrival as Self-Exciting
Process,” Bitcoin Trade Arrival as Self-Exciting Process, 08-Sep-2013. [Online]. Available:
http://jheusser.github.io/2013/09/08/hawkes.html.
9
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Methodology
Data Collection and Methodology
All data collection for this study was taken from Bloomberg, which provides reliable financial data
on a variety of assets. Daily trading data was taken for the ES Mini Dec ’17 and ES Mar ’18 futures.10
Because the futures expire quarterly, we want to observe trading behavior for the futures when they
are being traded most heavily - this is generally the future that has the closest expiration. For the ES
Mini Dec ’17 (expiration on 12/15/17) future the dates used for data collection included 9/18/17 to
12/15/17, and for the ES Mini Mar’ 18 (expiration on 3/16/18) future, data was taken from
12/18/17 to 3/16/18.
Data sets from Bloomberg included excel spreadsheets which included the following for a given future
on a given day: Trade Time, Trade Quantity, Trade Price. Thus, for each ES Mini future in this study,
there were 2 spreadsheets (one for day and one for night) that listed every trade that took place during
the period observed. A sample snapshot of a datasheet is shown below in Figure 3:

Figure 3: The above data set shows a few trades that took
place for the ES Mini Mar’18 Future on 1/10/18. Column 3 is
trade price and column 4 is trade quantity.

Datasets from daytime generally had anywhere between ten thousand to one million trades depending
on the day, whereas the nighttime trade count was significant lower and generally never broke one
hundred thousand on the busiest of nights. There was not much cleanup that needed to happen for
the data, but it is important to note that some datasets had issues where there were trades of quantity
0. Because having a trade with nothing exchanged made no sense, these points were removed from
the data sets that were collected - generally there were only 4 - 5 trades of size 0 in a single dataset.
Although there was no explanation provided by Bloomberg for the trades of size 0, a possible
ES Mini Futures expire every quarter on the third Friday of the month. The ES Dec Mini Dec’ 17 future expired
on December 15, 2017 for example.
10
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hypothesis that may offer an explanation is the presence of busted trades. A busted trade refers to a
situation where a party executes a trade on an exchange that has an error in regard to details such as
quantity, price, etc. and receives an execution message from the exchange. The exchange then realizes
this obvious error in the electronic trade and then results in the exchange cancelling or dishonoring
the trade.
Trade Classification
An important aspect of this study is modeling the arrival rates of large trades separately from those
that are small. Classifying a trade as large and small is too complex to be done simply, which is why
machine learning provides a unique way to classify/cluster the data. The reason machine learning
works well for classification is that it’s not only quick, but also takes into account a trades size relative
to the trading activity for a day. For example, on a particularly volatile day with a lot of trading activity,
a trade of quantity 10 may be considered small whereas on a quieter day a trade of size 10 may actually
be considered large. This difference in classification can also be noticed during day and night because
night trading has significantly less volume as compared to the day. As a result, a small trade during the
day may actually be considered a large trade at night. Because of these nuances, machine learning
classification was the method used in this study to classify trades as large or small.
All classification was done using MATLAB embedded functions. The first machine learning algorithm
used to classify trades as large or small was the K-Means algorithm. K-Means is the most commonly
used way to categorize uncategorized data because of its simplicity. The algorithm works to find
groups (number of groups is represented by K) in data by assigning each data point to the closest
centroid, which represent the groups. We are looking at small and large trades in this study so K = 2.
Figures 4 and 5 show the results of how small and large trades arrive over time after they have been
classified.
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Figure 4: Depicts the number
of “Small” trades on 1/2/2018
for the ES Mar ’18 Future after
K-Means classification.
A noticeable feature is the large
spike at around 8:30 AM and
3:00 PM. These spikes in
activity make sense given that
is when the equities markets
open and close respectively.
Visually this figure also
confirms
that
there
is
excitability in the markets
because you can see that after a
spike there is a decay in arrival
rate as it reverts to the mean.
This supports the Hawkes
Process we are trying to model
as in Figure 2.

Figure 5: Depicts the number
of “Large” trades on 1/2/2018
for the ES Mar ’18 Future after
K-Means classification.
While the 8:30 AM spike is not
as prominent as the small
trades, the closing trading
activity spike at 3:00 PM is also
noticeable in large trades.
It also makes sense that the
number of large trades is
significantly smaller than the
number of large trades on a
given day (1,414 vs. 74,891).
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After using K-Means to classify data, it is clear that the Hawkes Process should fit the trading data
well given the shapes of the arrival intensities in Figures 4 and 5. Generally speaking, the patterns
observed in Figures 4 and 5 are representative of the patterns on other days and even night trading
data. Differences become more pronounced on days that are more volatile where the base intensity
of arrivals is significantly higher.
While K-Means offered a quick way to classify data for the purpose of this study, the assumptions the
K-Means algorithm makes about the dataset were not suitable for the purpose of this data. The
primary assumptions of the K-Means algorithm are the following: 11
(1) The variance of the distribution of each variable is spherical
(2) All variables have the same variance
(3) Each cluster has roughly equal number of observations
Notice that some of these assumptions do not match trading data for this study. Smaller trades will
generally have a much smaller variance than large trades, and there of course will be many more small
trades than large trades. Thus, we look to an alternative way to cluster/categorize.
An alternative algorithm used to classify data is
using a Gaussian Mixture Model algorithm
(visual representation shown in Figure 612 to the
right). The benefit of using such a model is that
data points are assigned to soft clusters rather
than strict clusters (K-Means uses strict
clustering methods) - the model assigns a
probability to each data point that it belongs to
a specific cluster. A benefit to the GMM
algorithm is that it also outputs a probability

Figure 6: A general representation of the distribution of
data after the GMM algorithm is used.

K Means methodology and assumptions taken from Y. P. Raykov, A. Boukouvalas, and M. Little, “What to do
when K-means clustering fails: a simple yet principled alternative algorithm,” Semantic Scholar.
12
GMM Figure taken from F. C. Chang, Using Mixture Models for Clustering, 13-Oct-2015. [Online]. Available:
http://tinyheero.github.io/2015/10/13/mixture-model.html.
11
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distribution for a given cluster which thus allows us to visually examine the distribution of our data.
Figures 7 and 8 below provide a general idea of the distribution of our trading data.
Figure 7: A visual comparison of the
probability density function for “Small”
trades during day and night (ES Mar’ 18 on
12/27/17).

Probability

Notice that the distributions of small trades
are similar during both the day and night. One
can infer from this that for small trades, there
may not be a need for a separate model for day
and night.
Another notable feature of the PDFs to the left
is the general shape does have a shape similar
to the gamma distribution.

Trade Size

Figure 8: A visual comparison of the
probability density function for “Large”
trades during day and night (ES Mar’ 18 on
12/27/17).

Probability

This figure shows how the difference in
trading activity between day and night plays a
large role in determining what size trade is
considered large. As hypothesized earlier,
night trades that are large are generally
smaller than day trades that are large. This is
seen be the mean of the two distributions
being strikingly different (15.75 for night vs.
37 for day).
It also makes sense that the distribution of
large trade sizes is much wider during the day
compared to night given that trades during the
day do reach several thousand in size.

Trade Size
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Although figures 7 and 8 refer to a specific day and night for trading data, the patterns seen in the
figure can be applied to almost any trading day. Generally speaking, for small trades the day and night
distributions of trades look very similar. Large trades are where the difference in size between day and
night becomes more pronounced, although on volatile days the means of the distributions tend to
move closer together. This can be explained by the fact that on volatile days, many traders and trading
algorithms tend to stay very active at night because there is so much movement in the market. Recall
that the GMM assigns a probability to data - that is, for a given trade is assigned a probability that is
it in the small trade distribution and a probability that is in the large trade distribution. For modeling
purposes, if a trade has a greater than 50% probability that it belongs to a specific distribution, then
that is the type of trade that it will be classified as (it is possible of course for a trade to have a 100%
probability of being small and greater than 50% probability of being large - these are considered large).
While splitting up day and night is useful for modeling purposes, observing trade distributions for an
entire day may also provide some insight into the structure of the model. Figures 9 below shows the
distribution of small and large trades when datasets pertaining to a specific day/night are combined
into one large dataset.

Figure 9: A depiction of GMM small and large trade distributions on 12/27/17 (ES Mar’ 18) when data is not
broken into day and night and is combined into a singular dataset. The results of this support that there may not
need to be separate models for night and day small trades given that the distribution is almost identical to Figure
7. The large trade distribution shows that large trades generally tend to follow the daytime trading patterns.
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While Figure 9 supports that there may not be a need to model night and daytime trading separately,
at least for small trades, the benefit of modeling them separately is that we can analyze the models
independently to gain insight into trading behavior during both times of day. Thus, prior to modeling,
daytime trade datasets were classified by “small” or “large” trades as were nighttime trade datasets.
Refer to Appendix A 1.1 for the MATLAB function used to classify and visualize the distributions of
datasets according to the GMM method.

Data Formatting and Modeling
After data was classified using MATLAB, it was formatted so that it could be modeled in the R
environment. Classified trade data sheets were parsed into independent small and large data sets so
that models could be fit according to our criteria. That is, for a given day or night dataset, two datasets
resulted from each (one corresponding to small and one to large trades for day and night respectively).
The only necessary part of the datasets after classification and separation are the timestamps. Before
being passed into R, a necessary condition of the package being used in R to model the data was that
all timestamps be unique. This presented a problem initially because there are many instances each
day where trade timestamps match exactly to the second, and Bloomberg only reports trade executions
to the second. To make timestamps unique, each trade in a given dataset was added a random
millisecond delay in Microsoft Excel using the RAND function before being passed into R for
modeling. 13
Once the datasets being analyzed were formatted into CSV files of unique timestamps, they were they
passed into R for modeling. To estimate Hawkes Parameters in R, the ptproc package was used. Figure
10 shows the function that was defined in R a used to get parameter estimates for 𝛼, 𝛽, and 𝜇 for a
given dataset.

Using a random millisecond delay is an idea taken from F. Lorenzen, “Analysis of Order Clustering Using High
Frequency Data: A Point Process Approach,”
13
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Figure 10: The fit_hawkes function as defined in R that was
used to fit a Hawkes Process to a given dataset. To define this
function, the ptproc package must be installed in R.

A limitation of the function defined above is the time it takes to fit a model to a given dataset. On my
computer, a dataset of 70,000 trades took more than 10 hours to fit, while even a dataset of 30,000
points takes at least 2 hours to fit. This is due to the algorithmic complexity of the Hawkes Process in
R being 𝑂(𝑛 2 ). As a result of this, only specific datasets were run through R function due to time
constraints for the project even though datasets were collected for over 100+ trading days for the ES
Dec ’17 and ES Mar ’18 Future Contracts.
Finally, to compare a given model’s results to the empirical intensity of trades for a given trading day,
the evalCIF function was used in R. This function returned the calculated conditional Hawkes intensity
for each timestamp in a dataset based on the calculated parameters of the model - this function also
allowed the tweaking of the parameters of a given model manually so that sensitivity analysis of a given
model output could be performed based on changed parameter values.
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Results
Modeling Results
As discussed earlier, the timing complexity of the Hawkes Algorithm in the ptproc package was costly,
and thus selected days from the collected datasets were actually modeled using the procedure outlined
previously. The table below lists the results of the fitting procedure on large day trade datasets for the
week of 1/15/18 (ES Mar ’18 Future).
Hawkes Fit Parameters - Large, Day Trades (Week of 1/15/18)
Date

Mu

Alpha

Beta

Branching

E[Arrival Intensity]

Futures %

(𝝁)

(𝜶)

(𝜷)

Ratio

1/15/18

0.0687

1.3683

3.1048

0.4407

0.1229

+.0448

1/16/18

0.3366

2.3447

3.1704

0.7396

1.2924

-0.6071

1/17/18

0.2754

2.5020

3.3820

0.7398

1.0584

+0.4419

1/18/18

0.3207

2.3911

3.2248

0.7415

1.2405

-0.2497

1/19/18

0.2274

2.4708

3.3348

0.7409

0.8777

+0.2586

Move

The most notable feature of the parameter estimates from the modeling procedure is they are generally
similar values. Disregarding the results of 1/15/18 because of limited market hours on Martin Luther
King Jr. Day, the parameters tend to fall within a specific range. We see that the general baseline arrival
rate of large trades (𝝁) is between 0.2 and 0.4 trades per second, and the general spike in intensity ( 𝜶)
is between 2.3 and 2.5 trades per second, given the instantaneous arrival of a single trade - similar
conclusions can be arrived about the magnitudes of the decay rate of trades (𝜷).
An interesting feature of these results is the magnitudes of the branching ratio. Recall that the
branching ratio describes the fraction of daughter events per mother events - this in the context of
trading is the number of trades resulting from previous trades. For the week of 1/15/18, the
magnitudes of the branching ratio are very similar and fall between 0.73 and 0.75. The similarity in
these values show that according the Hawkes Process Model, trading does in fact mimic cascading
event behavior, and does so in a similar manner from day to day.
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If we compare the results of the week of 1/15/18 to the week of 1/22/18 for large day trades, we not
only notice some similarities in the results, but also begin to notice some general trends in the
parameter values based on the movement of the ES Mini Futures. The table below summarizes the
results of the Hawkes Process Fitting Procedure for the week of 1/22/18.
Hawkes Fit Parameters - Large, Day Trades (Week of 1/22/18)
Date

Mu

Alpha

Beta

Branching

E[Arrival Intensity]

Futures %

(𝝁)

(𝜶)

(𝜷)

Ratio

1/22/18

0.2100

2.6330

3.5820

0.7351

0.7926

+0.8896

1/23/18

0.2264

2.3973

3.3010

0.7262

0.8270

+0.2029

1/24/18

0.3624

2.4414

3.2802

0.7443

1.4172

-0.1230

1/25/18

0.3627

2.3263

3.2087

0.7250

1.3189

-0.2458

1/26/18

0.2655

2.4696

3.3140

0.7452

1.0420

+0.8333

Move

The table above shows the similarity of parameter values day to day as observed in the results from
the week of 1/15/18. A noticeable difference can be observed in the fact that the parameter values
for the week of 1/22/18 are slightly higher than that of 1/15/18. This can potentially be explained by
the fact that the ES Futures experienced more movement in price during the week of 1/22/18. This
is supported by the fact that the expected arrival intensities of large trades are higher on average for
the week of 1/22/18 as compared to the prior week. Finally, as before, we notice that the branching
ratio for each of the days for large trades falls in almost the exact same range (0.72 to 0.75) as the week
of 1/15/18 - this similarity supports that there is a general predictability in the arrival rate of large
trades due to cascading as explained by the Hawkes Process.
While these parameter values for large day trades support that trading behavior does in fact exhibit
cascading behavior, we of course want to evaluate how well the model fits the actual trade arrival rate.
That is, we want to see how the model calculated intensities compare to the actual intensities of trades
from the datasets. Figure 11 on the following page shows how these two different compare for the
day of 1/24/18 for large day trades.
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Figure 11: A visual comparison of real intensities (top) vs.
Hawkes process fitted intensities (bottom) for large day trades
for 1/24/18.

An important thing to note about Figure 11 is that the empirical intensities contain less data points
(as shown by the horizontal axis) than the Hawkes fitted intensities, which show data points for every
data point/timestamp in the datasets for 1/24/18. This is due to the fact that there may be no trade
that occurs at a specific trade timestamp, and thus the empirical intensity can only be calculated at
discrete timestamps, whereas the Hawkes Model formulated earlier calculated an intensity for every
single timestamp in the dataset because they were all made unique by a random millisecond delay. This
difference makes the figures look as if there are significant time difference between fitted intensity and
empirical intensity, when in fact the model predicts spikes in trading activity at the correct time.
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Visually, the Hawkes Model appears to be a good fit for the trading behavior in ES Mini Futures
markets. Notice that the model does a good job at explaining small as well large spikes in trading
activity as shown by Figure 11. One large noticeable difference is the fact that the fitted trade
intensities are generally lower in magnitude than the empirical intensities. Take the last large spike in
trading data in Figure 11 for example - the empirical spike occurs at a peak of 158 whereas the fitted
spike peaks at 121. This phenomenon is seen throughout the other trading spikes for large trades on
both 1/24/18 and the other models that were run and compared to the actual data. A possible
explanation for this is provided in the Discussion section of this report.
While multiple models were run for large day trades, due to time constraints, only a single model was
run for small day trades. The parameters for the model that was run are summarized below:
Hawkes Fit Parameters - Small, Day Trades (Day of 1/22/18)
Date

1/22/18

Mu

Alpha

Beta

Branching

(𝝁)

(𝜶)

(𝜷)

Ratio

0.5753

2.9869

3.9238

0.7612

E[Arrival Intensity]

Futures %
Move

2.4094

-0.2522

Figure 12: A
visual comparison
of real intensities
(top) vs. Hawkes
process
fitted
intensities (bottom)
for small day trades
for 1/22/18. The
model appears to
do a good job of
recognizing both
small and large
spikes in trading
activity but does
again exhibit the
problem
of
undershooting the
empirical intensity.
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Notice that the parameter values for 1/22/18 for small trades are larger in magnitude than that of the
large trades. For example, the baseline intensity of small trades is 0.5753 as compared to .2100 for
larger trades. This makes sense as we expected there to be many more small trades than large as
discussed in the Introduction - this is also shown through the expected arrival intensity of small trades
for 1/22/18 being 2.4094 as compared to 0.7926 for large trades. Likewise, it makes sense that the 𝜶
and 𝜷 values for small trades to be greater.
An important part of this study was being able to model the trading activity of the day independently
from night. Below is a table that summarizes the results of the Hawkes fitting procedure for the week
of 1/29/18 for small trades.
Hawkes Fit Parameters - Small, Night Trades (Week of 1/29/18)
Date

Mu

Alpha

Beta

Branching

E[Arrival Intensity]

Futures %

(𝝁)

(𝜶)

(𝜷)

Ratio

1/29/18

0.1755

2.3182

3.6454

0.6369

0.4820

-0.2522

1/30/18

0.2374

2.4521

3.4908

0.7024

0.7978

-0.4819

1/31/18

0.2179

1.8832

3.2801

0.5870

0.6961

+0.5490

2/1/18

0.1764

2.2264

3.4912

0.6377

0.4869

0.000

2/2/18

0.2557

2.4761

3.6126

0.6854

0.8128

-0.7253

Move

Notice that the 𝜇 estimates for small trades at night are smaller in magnitude than even the large day
trades models observed earlier - expected arrival intensity is also smaller. These results support the
intuition that night trading experiences much less activity than the day as developed in the introduction
of this study. The values for 𝜶 and 𝜷, while in the same order of magnitude as the results from earlier
for large day trades, appear to be more spread out for night. Notice the range of values that the 𝜶
values fall in for the week of 1/29/19, 1.88 to 2.45. The same is seen with 𝜷 as well as the branching
ratio for these night trades. The branching ratio for night trades being smaller than those during the
day implies that the cascading behavior for small trades, while prevalent at night, is not as prevalent
during night trades. Thus, the trades being made at night that are small appear to be more independent
of each other rather than reactions of previous trades.
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Predicting Parameters
While the modeling results from earlier are useful in determining how well the Hawkes Model fits ES
Mini Future trading data, we also want to be able to predict these parameter values for a given day so
that they may be used to make trading decisions. As discussed earlier, estimating these parameter
values in R is a costly process and thus unusable in a trading scenario. Thus, the results presented in
this section is to see if we can predict the parameter values for a given Friday, based on the previous
4 trading days parameters.
One method used to predict parameters was using the simple average of calculated parameter values
for Monday - Thursday. Below is a table that summarizes the predicted parameters for large day trades
for 2 different Fridays and small night trades using the simple average method:
Simple Average Parameter Prediction
Date

1/19/18 (Day, Large)
1/26/18 (Day, Large)
2/2/18 (Night, Small)

Average Predicted 𝝁

Average Predicted 𝜶

Average Predicted 𝜷

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑

(Actual)

(Actual)

(Actual)

0.2504

2.1515

3.2205

(0.2774)

(2.4708)

(3.3348)

0.2904

2.4496

3.3430

(0.2655)

(2.4495)

(3.3140)

0.2018

2.2200

3.4589

(0.2557)

(2.4761)

(3.6126)

When comparing the predicted values (in bold) versus the model calculated values (in parentheses),
we see that the percentage error in prediction is greatest in the 𝝁 terms. While this does not make as
large of a difference, the second largest percentage error using the average prediction method is in the
𝜶 terns (for 1/19/18 the percent error is -12.92%). Although for 1/26/18 the average method did a
good job at predicting the 𝜶 value, the percentage error in 1/19/18 is too great to be used. Earlier we
discovered that the model consistently undershot the empirical intensity. Thus, the undershooting of
the 𝜶 term using the simple average method would contribute more to this model problem given that
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it is the spike in intensity after an arrival. We now turn to a different method to predict these Friday
parameter values.
The other method used to predict parameter values for Friday based on a given week’s parameters
from Monday - Thursday was a weighted average method. Rather than taking a simple average of the
parameter values, the following method was used:
𝐹𝑟𝑖𝑑𝑎𝑦 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑚 =

1
2

𝑇ℎ𝑢𝑟𝑠 𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑚 +

1
4

𝑊𝑒𝑑 𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑚 +

1
8

1

𝑇𝑢𝑒𝑠 𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑚 +8 𝑀𝑜𝑛 𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑚

The weights above were used to calculated predicted parameter values for 𝝁, 𝜶, and 𝜷. The idea
behind the weighting scheme is that the most recent days trading behavior will most likely have the
greatest effect on the following days trading behavior. This leads the hypothesis that, when predicting
Friday’s parameter values, Thursday’s trading parameters will be most representative of the predicted
behavior for Friday followed by Wednesday, Tuesday, and Monday respectively. The results of this
method are summarized in the table below:
Weighted Average Parameter Prediction
Date

1/19/18 (Day, Large)
1/26/18 (Day, Large)
2/2/18 (Night, Small)

Weighted Predicted 𝝁

Weighted Predicted 𝜶

Weighted Predicted 𝜷

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑

(Actual)

(Actual)

(Actual)

0.2799

2.2852

3.2423

(0.2774)

(2.4708)

(3.3348)

0.3265

2.4023

3.2848

(0.2655)

(2.4495)

(3.3140)

0.1943

2.1803

3.4397

(0.2557)

(2.4761)

(3.6126)

Notice that using this method produces similar results to the simple average calculation method. While
this method did lower percent error for the 𝜶 term for 1/19/18 to only -7.51% as compared to 12.92%, it also increases error in other locations (the error for 𝝁 on 1/26/18 using weighted averages
is 22.98% as compared to 9.37% for the simple average method). The inconsistency of these results
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show that neither of these methods do a particularly good job at predicting parameter values for a
given day based on historical parameters - this is elaborated upon in the Discussion section of this
report. On the following page, Figure 13 shows how these parameter value calculation methods look
visually for the day of 2/2/18 for small night trades.

Figure 13: A visual comparison of the prediction method intensities (middle, bottom) to the original Hawkes
Model fitted intensity (top).

Relatively small changes in parameter values do not make a large difference visually as supported by
Figure 13 above but would have a large impact on the implemented version of the model into an
actual trading environment - refer to the Discussion section of this report for more details on these
impacts. One noticeable difference between the three models is the difference between large spike
intensities. The data point labeled on the graph refers to 2:16 AM on 2/2/18 and is the largest spike
on the graph. The intensity values for the predicted parameter simulations undershoot the best fit
parameter Hawkes Process intensity by a substantial margin. Because of this, predicting parameter
values using relatively simple algebraic methods we conclude is not an effective method.
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Discussion
Hawkes Process Modeling Results
From the results, our model for the Hawkes Process was a good fit for the arrival rate of trades in the
ES Mini Futures Markets. In general, the model successfully captured intensity spikes that were both
large and small for both day and night trading which is exactly what we desired. One drawback
however is that the accuracy of the model was not always perfect, and it failed to meet the criteria set
at the start of the project of meeting fitted intensity values within +/- 15% of the actual values.
One major limitation briefly mentioned was the fact that the model undershot the real intensities. A
potential reason for this undershooting could be due to the fact that a random millisecond delay was
added to modeled datasets. Recall that this random delay was needed so that each trade would be
made unique and could be processed in R to return parameter values for the model. While this delay
allowed us to the model the data, it also spread out the calculated intensity by a few milliseconds which
could explain why it adds up to a great degree of error during times of high intensity (our model
formulation is affected greatly by even small changes in times due to a decaying exponential term).
Recall the small day trades that were fit for the day of 1/22/18:

Figure 14: A visual comparison of the empirical intensity for small day trades on 1/22/18 and the
Hawkes Process predicted intensities.
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The phenomena of adding small and random millisecond delays having a larger impact during times
of greater trading activity is supported by Figure 14 on the previous page. Notice that for the smaller
spike, which occurs at 8:17 AM, the empirical intensity is 98 and the Hawkes fitted intensity is 80.31.
This leads to a percent error of 18.05%, whereas the larger spike which occurs at 2:59 PM, has a
percent error of 20.24%. This undershooting is one drawback of this model but can potentially
combatted by adjusting the 𝛼 term in the model manually. Finding an effective method to adjust this
parameter manually could be an independent study and could perhaps even be done in R by adding a
bias to the Hawkes Function for the term.
Model Timing
Another drawback of this model however is that our formulation does not allow data to be modeled
very quickly. It is very costly to run an entire dataset through R to obtain parameter values - this of
course would be even more costly in real time because the parameters would have to be calculated
recursively in real time. Recall that the log-likelihood function of our function allows us to get
parameter estimates in 𝑂(𝑛 2 ) steps. For context, a typical dataset for large trades for daytime
contained about 30,000 data points which would take about 2 hours to model on a quad core
computer. However, when modeling small trade data for a given day, the number of trades in a dataset
jumps to the 100k+ mark which takes about 13 hours to model. This is the exact reason that more
datasets for small day trades were nor run through R. This major drawback of the model design was
also the reason simple methods were used to try to predict a given days parameter values based on
historical values, which were unsuccessful. This model timing problem could be combatted by
formulating a Hawkes Process in R, or some other modeling software, like Patrick Hewlett does in his
paper Clustering of order arrivals, price impact and trade optimization. Hewlett’s formulation allows the
parameter values to be calculated in 𝑂(𝑛) steps which make a large difference for larger datasets.
Another potential way to combat this is discussed in the work Buy Low Sell High: A High Frequency
Trading Perspective by Cartea and Jaimungal.14 In their paper, they combat this timing issue by
introducing influential and non-influential trades. This in effect lowers the number of trades being
fitted as well, which not only reduces parameter calculation time, but also reduces error between
empirical and Hawkes intensities.
14

A. Cartea, S. Jaimungal, and J. Ricci: Buy Low Sell High: A High Frequency Trading Perspective
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Model Benefits and Further Research
While the model was not perfect, a benefit of the model is it captured the cascading behavior we
expected to see in ES Mini Future trading data. It also successfully captured spikes in trading intensities
for both small and large trades which is a promising base for developing a model that can be
implemented into a real trading environment. A large benefit of this model is that it can also be used
to model trading behavior of other assets besides derivatives such as futures contracts. Potential uses
for a model of this type, and knowing its parameter values, are discussed in the literature that was used
during the research phase of this project. Hewlett as mentioned earlier discusses using the parameter
values to predict the imbalance of buy and sell orders in the market place and using that prediction to
derive an optimal liquidation strategy in the marketplace. In their work, Carlsson, Foo, Lee, and Shek
use parameter values to derive buy/sell ratios.15 These ratios they claim can then be used as signals to
place a directional trade in the market place.
The most important area for this project is in developing a model formulation that it both accurate
and can be calculated quickly. Filimonov and Sornette in their work describe a recursive formulation
of the Hawkes Process which makes parameter evaluation quicker.16 However their work still does
not speed up parameter evaluation to the speed needed for the quick timing needed in trading (not
including high frequency trading), and does not show how it can be implemented in data analysis
platform such as R or Matlab. Using this new model formulation would also allow one to
simultaneously study assets outside of derivatives such as stocks and bonds which could yield
unexpected results.
Finally, the other important area of further research that is recommended is how to make this process
more accurate. As stated earlier, the method used in this study led to the consistent undershooting of
intensities during very active times by a decent margin which would not be acceptable for use in a
trading strategy. Trying to run this modeling procedure by using the influential trade method described
earlier would be another area of research worth considering that could yield more promising results
for a methodology that could actually be implemented in a trading environment.

15

J. Carlsson, M. Foo, H. Lee, H. Shek: High Frequency Trade Prediction with Bivariate Hawkes Process.
V. Filimonov, and D. Sornette: Apparent criticality and calibration issues in the Hawkes self-excited point process
model: application to high-frequency ﬁnancial data.
16
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Conclusion
The results from this study support that the Hawkes Self-Exciting Process is an appropriate model
for ES Mini Future trading data. The model we formulated does a decent job at explaining the
clustering/cascading behavior of similar signed (buy/sell) trades. While the model does have its
limitations, we can also conclude that this model supports the following assertions that we assumed
at the beginning of this study:
(1) Trades tend to cluster together due to cascading behavior in markets
(2) Trading behavior between night and day is different, but the Hawkes model does a good
job at describing the activity of both
(3) Small and large trades exhibit very different behavior as described by the Hawkes Model
given that small trades arrive at a much greater rate
While the model was not perfect, the results do imply that an improved model would do an excellent
job at predicting the arrival rates of trades between night and day. This is supported by the errors
created by the model between its predicted intensity and the actual trading intensities. Given that large
trades could subsequently small trades, the results also imply that creating a joint model for small and
large trades for a given time period might produce even better results.
A serendipitous result of the model was how similar the branching ratios were for given day. This
implies that there is a generally predictable behavior in the marketplace where a generally “golden”
ratio of trades is triggered by a given trade - this implication could also be an area of further research.
Finally, although there exists a predicable cascading phenomena as described by the branching ratio,
the unpredictability of the parameter values based on historical values imply that the trading activity
from day to day is indeed independent and is more driven by events not explicitly in the trading
marketplace.
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Deliverables & Schedule
Client Deliverables
The primary deliverables promised to Belvedere Trading were (1) A working mathematical model
formulation for trade data, (2) A final report detailing the results of this study, and (3) A website
detailing the results of this study. The first two deliverables can be found within this report itself, and
the third deliverable will be sent to Belvedere Trading along with a copy of this report.
In addition to the previously promised deliverables, the Hawkes Process function defined in R is
provided in the Procedures section of this report which was all that was necessary to do the modeling
for this study. All necessary code that was used to classify trade data is also provided in Appendix A
of this report (see A 1.1) - this is includes a Matlab function that reads in trade data collected from
Bloomberg, classifies the data, writes the results to the dataset, and produces a visualization of the
trade distributions of the trade data. Examples of these visualizations for selected days are provided
in Appendix B of this report (see B 1.1).
Adherence to Project Timeline

Figure 14: The original proposed timeline for this project

Data collection for this project took less time than expected and was finished a few days earlier than
Figure 14 above shows (2/20/18). Data analysis, however, was an important part of this project, which
included classifying trade data and developing intuition above how small and large trades differed
during day and night. Because of this data analysis took about a week longer than expected and lasted
until the first week of March. As a result, the initial Hawkes Model fitting(which was actually tested in
Matlab) did not occur until the third week of March. However, the results yieleded from Matlab did
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not make any logical sense, so it was then decided that R would be a better software platform to
perform the modeling in. This secondary modeling that occurred as shown in Figure 14 previously
(projected to take from 3/25/18 to 4/8/18) took longer than expected given it took time to learn to
use R as well as the time complexity of the Hawkes Algorithm in R. As a result, the modeling for this
project took the longest part and lasted 2 weeks longer than expected and all documentation plans for
the project were delayed two weeks further. Other than the modeling taking longer than expected due
to unforeseen timing issues, the proposed schedule was followed consistently throughout the duration
of the project.
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Appendix A
1.1

MATLAB Script used for data visualization and GMM Classification of Trade Data

% This script it intended to fit a Gaussian Mixture Model to trade data
% so that it may be used to classify trades as "small" and "large"
%
%
%
%

Ryan Sharma
Washington University
Modeling Market Trades as an Arrival Process
Spring 2018

%%%Define source directories for data
date = '2/2/18';
day_source_dir = '/Users/Ryan/Desktop/Week of 1:29:18 Analysis/Unclassified
Data/2_2_18.xlsx';
night_source_dir = '/Users/Ryan/Desktop/Week of 1:29:18 Analysis/Unclassified
Data/2_2_18_N.xlsx';
aday = xlsread(day_source_dir);
anight = xlsread(night_source_dir);
daytradedata = aday(:,4);
nighttradedata = anight(:,4);
%%%DAYTIME GMM
GMM_Day = fitgmdist(daytradedata,2);
daymu = GMM_Day.mu;
daysigma = GMM_Day.Sigma;
dayproportion = GMM_Day.ComponentProportion;
x = 0:0.01:1000;
day_small_mu = daymu(1);
day_large_mu = daymu(2);
day_small_sigma = daysigma(1);
day_large_sigma = daysigma(2);
day_small_wt = dayproportion(1);
day_large_wt = dayproportion(2);
day_small_pdf = pdf('Normal', x, day_small_mu, day_small_sigma^0.5);
day_large_pdf = pdf('Normal', x, day_large_mu, day_large_sigma^0.5);
%%%NIGHTTIME GMM
GMM_Night = fitgmdist(nighttradedata,2);
nightmu = GMM_Night.mu;
nightsigma = GMM_Night.Sigma;
nightproportion = GMM_Night.ComponentProportion;
x = 0:0.01:1000;
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night_small_mu = nightmu(1);
night_large_mu = nightmu(2);
night_small_sigma = nightsigma(1);
night_large_sigma = nightsigma(2);
night_small_wt = nightproportion(1);
night_large_wt = nightproportion(2);
night_small_pdf = pdf('Normal', x, night_small_mu, night_small_sigma^0.5);
night_large_pdf = pdf('Normal', x, night_large_mu, night_large_sigma^0.5);
%%%NIGHTTIME GMM DISTRIBUTION PLOT
subplot(2,2,1);
plot(x, night_small_pdf*night_small_wt);
xlim([0 20]);
xlabel('Trade Size');
ylabel('Probability');
title1_mean = ['Dist. Mean = ', num2str(night_small_mu)];
title1_component = ['% Ttl. Night Small = ', num2str(nightproportion(1))];
title1_tradecount = ['Ttl. Night Trades = ', num2str(numel(nighttradedata))];
title({'Night Small Gaussian Dist.'; title1_mean; title1_component;
title1_tradecount});
legend('Night Small');
subplot(2,2,3);
plot(x, night_large_pdf*night_large_wt);
xlim([0 250]);
xlabel('Trade Size');
ylabel('Probability');
title2_mean = ['Dist. Mean = ', num2str(night_large_mu)];
title2_component = ['% Ttl. Night Large = ', num2str(nightproportion(2))];
title2_tradecount = ['Ttl. Night Trades = ', num2str(numel(nighttradedata))];
title({'Night Large Gaussian Dist.'; title2_mean; title2_component;
title2_tradecount});
legend('Night Large');
%%%DAYTIME GMM DISTRIBUTION PLOTS
subplot(2,2,2);
plot(x, day_small_pdf*day_small_wt);
xlim([0 20]);
xlabel('Trade Size');
ylabel('Probability');
title3_mean = ['Dist. Mean = ', num2str(day_small_mu)];
title3_component = ['% Ttl. Day Small = ', num2str(dayproportion(1))];
title3_tradecount = ['Ttl. Day Trades = ', num2str(numel(daytradedata))];
title({'Day Small Gaussian Dist.'; title3_mean; title3_component;
title3_tradecount});
legend('Day Small');
subplot(2,2,4);
plot(x, day_large_pdf*day_large_wt);
xlim([0 250]);
xlabel('Trade Size');
ylabel('Probability');
title4_mean = ['Dist. Mean = ', num2str(day_large_mu)];
title4_component = ['% Ttl. Day Large = ', num2str(dayproportion(2))];
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title4_tradecount = ['Ttl. Day Trades = ', num2str(numel(daytradedata))];
title({'Day Large Gaussian Dist.'; title4_mean; title4_component;
title4_tradecount});
legend('Day Large');
%%%Write Clustering Results to Spreadsheet for Analysis
daycluster = cluster(GMM_Day,daytradedata);
nightcluster = cluster(GMM_Night,nighttradedata);
daysmall = (daycluster == 1);
daylarge = (daycluster == 2);
nightsmall = (nightcluster == 1);
nightlarge = (nightcluster == 2);
m = numel(daytradedata);
n = numel(nighttradedata);
for i = i:m
xlswrite(day_source_dir,daycluster,'Sheet1','E1');
end
for i = 1:n
xlswrite(night_source_dir,nightcluster,'Sheet1','E1');
end
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Appendix B
1.1

MATLAB Classification Script visualizations for select days
a. 1/23/18 Night and Day Trade Data Distributions
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b. 1/26/18 Night and Day Trade Data Distributions
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c. 1/29/18 Night and Day Trade Data Distributions
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